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Introduction 

Risk is an inescapable fact of life for purchasing managers tasked with sourcing electronic components for original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs). Even though purchasing departments have developed sophisticated strategies to 
optimize the sourcing of raw materials, unexpected events like natural disasters (earthquakes, floods etc.) or fires have 
the potential to cause chaos for production schedules, or in a worst-case scenario bring it completely to a halt, 
potentially threatening the viability of a heretofore healthy business. Another nightmare scenario is where a supplier 
suddenly issues a product discontinuation notification (PDN) in advance of discontinuing production of a component 
for which purchasers are already finding it difficult to identify an alternative source. This white paper shows how 
Toshiba is facilitating second-sourcing strategies for purchasing managers by introducing a new range of drop-in 
compatible motor driver ICs. These products can provide a lifeline to OEMs experiencing difficulties sourcing 
components from their existing suppliers on whom they have become too reliant for the survival of their business. 

 

Pace of technology changes creates supply shortages 

The speed at which technology is evolving is continuously increasing and next generation process technologies enable 
smaller and faster device designs which are less expensive to produce. This means component manufacturers can 
develop products with new features at similar or lower costs than existing products and for these reasons, they may 
decide to discontinue their production. Another reason why manufacturers obsolete some of their products is because 
materials or equipment become unavailable in their own supply chain, or because of difficulties with outsourced 
production steps. Finally, the requirement to comply with increasingly stringent regulations relating to the 
environmental impact of materials used in component production can increase costs and some manufacturers use this 
as a reason to shift production to next generation products more quickly than they had originally planned. In some 
cases, the additional costs (or other strategic factors) may cause them to exit the market for a product completely. 
While advances in technology are generally to be welcomed, the pace of progress is placing considerable pressure on 
customers to ‘keep up’ (much like the way new operating systems force consumers to upgrade their mobile phone 
hardware in order to exploit new software features). The combination of these factors means product life cycles are 
shortening, making it difficult for purchasing managers to identify alternative suppliers for products and forcing OEMs to 
make contingencies for changes to their production lines, even for successful end equipment for which design changes 
are not required. 

 

Approaches to mitigating supply chain risks  

OEMs can use various combinations of approaches to mitigate the impacts of component shortages on their supply 
chain. Redesigning the end product is one such approach but it incurs significant costs associated with design, 
manufacturing and product qualification. Furthermore, performing a full product redesign every time a single product 
becomes unavailable is not feasible from an operational perspective, since various components will inevitably become 
obsolete at different stages over the course of the end-product life cycle. Product design updates need to be planned 
and therefore this should be adopted as a proactive response to component obsolescence. This approach does not 
represent a practical reactive solution when components become unavailable at short notice. Another option is to 
source a component through a ‘lifetime buy’ before the supplier ceases production. However, this approach forces the 
OEM to procure the component for use over the longer term and then store this inventory for the course of the 
remaining life cycle of the end product. The quantity of components to purchase depends on the predicted future use 
of the end product and this can be difficult to determine – an overestimation can result in paying for excess stock which 
is never used while an underestimate merely delays a return to their original predicament. In addition, lifetime buys 
increase warehousing costs for OEMs while also exposing the components to moisture, oxidation and dirt if 
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environmental conditions are not optimally maintained (incurring further expense), otherwise component failure rates 
when they are installed in end products can increase. Another alternative is to use aftermarket distributors to source the 
obsolete component but in this scenario, OEMs can expect to pay a considerable premium over the cost of the original 
component. Furthermore, if an unauthorized broker supplies the component, then an OEM could be unwittingly 
exposed to the vagaries of the ‘grey market’ in which counterfeit and inferior quality components are regularly traded. 
The performance of these components, which are sometimes recycled from old equipment, cannot be guaranteed in 
the field, potentially exposing the manufacturer to litigation if the failure of one of their end equipment causes material 
loss or injury to a customer.  
 

Identifying a reliable second source reduces risk of disruption 
while offering other benefits 
 

The most viable approach to second sourcing is to identify components that have the same form factor (pin 
compatibility) and almost identical electrical specifications as the original component (drop-in compatibility) which 
other competing suppliers are still actively producing. This approach, commonly referred to as ‘second-sourcing’, 
allows an OEM to continue manufacturing the end product with minimal design changes. While second sourcing 
represents a successful reactive approach to dealing with supply-chain problems, it also has several advantages when 
used as a proactive tactic. Since production managers know the supply of almost all products is vulnerable to 
interruption for many reasons other than obsolescence, it makes sense for them to identify one (or more) alternative 
suppliers at the design stage or initial production planning for the new end equipment. This means that if their 
‘preferred’ component supplier cannot meet an order (due to interruptions in their own supply chain) or issues an 
unexpected PDN, they have the reassurance of being able to fall back on alternative suppliers. The availability of 
competing second sources also gives OEMs the advantage of being able to negotiate more favourable pricing terms 
(price elasticity) from their preferred supplier. Rather than only using a ‘second-source’ supplier in exceptional 
circumstances, it makes sense for purchasing managers to place small but regular orders for their components, in order 
to develop the goodwill associated with an ongoing supplier-customer relationship and ensure that this is maintained. 
In many instances, an OEM’s choice of preferred supplier may be based simply on the fact that they were the first to 
bring the component to the market (technology leader) or offer the lowest price and they have maintained their 
position for legacy reasons. However, while their component may perform adequately in an OEM’s end-product, this 
does not always mean it offers the best technology solution. Many companies deliberately adopt the position of being 
‘technology followers’, analysing competitors’ products in order to identify their shortcomings so they can offer a 
product with similar functionality but improved performance which is better able to compete with the incumbent 
solution in the marketplace. In addition, they understand the pressure OEMs are experiencing in identifying alternative 
component suppliers and use it as a mutually beneficial strategy by continuing to offer a component even after the 
incumbent exits the marketplace. For these reasons, a second source component supplier should not necessarily be 
viewed as second-choice, but as complementary.  
 

Motor drivers from Toshiba outperform existing solutions 

The benefits of identifying and using the services of second source suppliers are obvious. However, a limitation of this 
strategy is that while it can be relatively easily applied to standard digital (logic), analog (amplifiers) and simple mixed 
signal (data converters) components, second sources for which are readily available, it can be difficult for OEMs to 
identify second sources for products like drivers for brushed DC and stepper motors. Purchasing managers and 
designers of some motorized equipment now have added reassurance of supply for some of these products through 
Toshiba’s recently introduced range of motor driver ICs which are ideal for new designs but also represent an excellent 
alternative to established motor driver solutions for brushed DC and stepper motors, even outperforming them across 
some metrics. 
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TB67H450AFNG and TB67H451AFNG brushed DC motor drivers 
 
The TB67H451AFNG is a pulse width modulated (PWM) brushed DC motor H-bridge driver designed for various 
applications including battery powered and other devices operating from a 5V USB power supply. This IC is also suitable 
for use in 12-36V industrial devices, home appliances like coffee machines and robotic vacuum cleaners, printers, and 
electronic door locks requiring a current drive up to 3.5A. The device can operate from a wide range of input voltages, 
(4.5V to 44V) and has a maximum motor drive output current of 3A (at 44V). It also has several integrated protection 
features including undervoltage lock out (UVLO), auto-return thermal shutdown (TSD), and non-latching overcurrent 
shutdown (ISD) to prevent damage to the IC by turning off the output once the output current exceeds a preset 
threshold.  
 
Toshiba’s TB67H450AFNG offers similar functionality to the TB67H451AFNG but features latching overcurrent shutdown 
(ISD), in which the output is turned off indefinitely until a power cycle is completed or the device enters and leaves a 
standby mode of operation. By comparison, the TB67H451AFNG is non-latching and resumes function automatically 
after a programmable recovery time has elapsed once the overcurrent condition is removed. To offer a leading low 
power consumption which helps to extend battery life, the standby current consumption of these ICs is managed by an 
integrated power supply circuit, which performs automatic transitions from STOP mode to STANDBY mode and 
switches off the VCC regulator supplying internal circuitry. These motor drivers are housed in a space-saving 4.9mm × 
6.0mm surface-mount HSOP8 package, featuring an underside thermal pad to provide excellent heat dissipation. 
 
Both devices are drop-in compatible with other market players, enabling customers to mitigate supply risks as outlined 
above. 

 
 

Figure 1 - Functional block diagram of Toshiba’s TB67H451AFNG brushed DC motor driver 
 

TB67H480FNG and TB67H481FNG motor drivers for brushed DC and bipolar stepper motors 
 
The TB67H481FNG and TB67H480FNG are constant-current dual H-bridge drivers, featuring a motor output voltage 
rating up to 50V and an output current rating up to 2.5A. These ICs can be used to power brushed DC motors or bipolar 
stepper motors. They offer a choice of input interfaces, with the TB67H481FNG featuring a pulse-width modulated 
(PWM) input while the TB67H480FNG features a PHASE/ENABLE input. 
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Figure 2 - Functional block diagram of Toshiba’s TB67H480FNG motor driver 

 
TB67S580FNG and TB67S581FNG stepper motor drivers  
 
The TB67S581FNG and the TB67S580FNG are two-phase bipolar stepping motor drivers. Both devices have an output 
voltage rating of 50V, with the TB67S581FNG having an output current rating up to 2.5A and the TB67S580FNG being 
rated up to 1.6A output current.  

 
Figure 3 - Typical application circuit for Toshiba’s TB67S580FNG stepper motor driver 
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TB67H481FNG and TB67H480FNG as well as TB67S581FNG and TB67S580FNG feature built-in charge pump capacitors 
which saves board space and reduces overall system costs. They are housed in 6.4mm x 9.7mm HTSSOP28 packages 
and can operate from motor power supply voltage levels ranging from 8.2V to 44V and typically consume less than 10μA 
in sleep mode. Their output on-resistance (RDS(ON)) is only 0.4Ω (typical) for both high-side and low-side combined (at 24V 
for a 2A output current). Safety features of these devices include overcurrent shutdown, thermal shutdown and 
undervoltage lockout. Motor applications for these drivers include multifunction printers, automatic teller machines 
(ATMs), surveillance cameras as well as factory automation and robotic machinery. 
 
All four devices are drop-in compatible with popular devices from other manufacturers. Unlike these competing 
devices. Toshiba’s motor driver ICs feature integrated charge pump capacitor, eliminating the need to add them 
externally, thus reducing BOM and board space. In addition, Toshiba's devices outperform competing devices on a few 
specification items. 
 

Conclusion 

Supply chain risks are a constant source of worry for OEM purchasing managers and unexpected events impacting the 
ability of favored suppliers to meet orders are among their biggest fears. While there exist various strategies to mitigate 
the impact this type of event can have on production, each has its respective shortcomings. Identifying a reliable 
second source for vital components is the most viable option for securing supply chains against unexpected 
interruptions but these can sometimes be difficult to identify for non-standard products. Toshiba has identified some 
popular motor driver ICs offered by other market players and developed a range of six drop-in compatible driver ICs that 
offer similar, or even better, performance than existing solutions. 
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Restrictions On Product Use 
 
Toshiba Corporation and its subsidiaries and affiliates are collectively referred to as “TOSHIBA”. 
Hardware, software and systems described in this document are collectively referred to as “Product”. 
● TOSHIBA reserves the right to make changes to the information in this document and related Product without notice. 

● This document and any information herein may not be reproduced without prior written permission from TOSHIBA. Even with 
TOSHIBA’s written permission, reproduction is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration/omission. 

● Though TOSHIBA works continually to improve Product's quality and reliability, Product can malfunction or fail. Customers are 
responsible for complying with safety standards and for providing adequate designs and safeguards for their hardware, software 
and systems which minimize risk and avoid situations in which a malfunction or failure of Product could cause loss of human life, 
bodily injury or damage to property, including data loss or corruption. Before customers use the Product, create designs 
including the Product, or incorporate the Product into their own applications, customers must also refer to and comply with (a) 
the latest versions of all relevant TOSHIBA information, including without limitation, this document, the specifications, the data 
sheets and application notes for Product and the precautions and conditions set forth in the "TOSHIBA Semiconductor Reliability 
Handbook" and (b) the instructions for the application with which the Product will be used with or for. Customers are solely 
responsible for all aspects of their own product design or applications, including but not limited to (a) determining the 
appropriateness of the use of this Product in such design or applications; (b) evaluating and determining the applicability of any 
information contained in this document, or in charts, diagrams, programs, algorithms, sample application circuits, or any other 
referenced documents; and (c) validating all operating parameters for such designs and applications. TOSHIBA ASSUMES NO 
LIABILITY FOR CUSTOMERS' PRODUCT DESIGN OR APPLICATIONS. 

● PRODUCT IS NEITHER INTENDED NOR WARRANTED FOR USE IN EQUIPMENTS OR SYSTEMS THAT REQUIRE 
EXTRAORDINARILY HIGH LEVELS OF QUALITY AND/OR RELIABILITY, AND/OR A MALFUNCTION OR FAILURE OF WHICH MAY 
CAUSE LOSS OF HUMAN LIFE, BODILY INJURY, SERIOUS PROPERTY DAMAGE AND/OR SERIOUS PUBLIC IMPACT 
("UNINTENDED USE"). Except for specific applications as expressly stated in this document, Unintended Use includes, without 
limitation, equipment used in nuclear facilities, equipment used in the aerospace industry, lifesaving and/or life supporting 
medical equipment, equipment used for automobiles, trains, ships and other transportation, traffic signalling equipment, 
equipment used to control combustions or explosions, safety devices, elevators and escalators, and devices related to power 
plant.  IF YOU USE PRODUCT FOR UNINTENDED USE, TOSHIBA ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR PRODUCT.  For details, please 
contact your TOSHIBA sales representative  or contact as via our website. 

● Do not disassemble, analyze, reverse-engineer, alter, modify, translate or copy Product, whether in whole or in part. 

● Product shall not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited under 
any applicable laws or regulations. 

● The information contained herein is presented only as guidance for Product use. No responsibility is assumed by TOSHIBA for 
any infringement of patents or any other intellectual property rights of third parties that may result from the use of Product. No 
license to any intellectual property right is granted by this document, whether express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise. 

● ABSENT A WRITTEN SIGNED AGREEMENT, EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THE RELEVANT TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR 
PRODUCT, AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT ALLOWABLE BY LAW, TOSHIBA (1) ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER, 
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES OR LOSS, INCLUDING 
WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF OPPORTUNITIES, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION AND LOSS OF DATA, AND 
(2) DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS RELATED TO SALE, USE OF PRODUCT, OR 
INFORMATION, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
ACCURACY OF INFORMATION, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. 

● Do not use or otherwise make available Product or related software or technology for any military purposes, including without 
limitation, for the design, development, use, stockpiling or manufacturing of nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons or missile 
technology products (mass destruction weapons). Product and related software and technology may be controlled under the 
applicable export laws and regulations including, without limitation, the Japanese Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law and 
the U.S. Export Administration Regulations. Export and re-export of Product or related software or technology are strictly 
prohibited except in compliance with all applicable export laws and regulations. 

● Please contact your TOSHIBA sales representative for details as to environmental matters such as the RoHS compatibility of 
Product. Please use Product in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of 
controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive. TOSHIBA ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES OR 
LOSSES OCCURRING AS A RESULT OF NONCOMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS. 


